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Abstract: One of the recent problems of the formation of speech
function, which is studied in pedagogical, psychological, linguistic and
psycholinguistic aspects is the formation of speech activity, in
particular, in children with autistic disorders. The methodology for
determining the level of speech activity in children with autistic
disorders of older preschool age included examination of the impressive
side of speech (finding out the level of understanding of statements
containing affectively significant words, the possibility of executing
instructions in the context of a spontaneous situation and following
instructions outside the context of the situation (examination in a
spontaneous situation). Checking the understanding of the names of
objects, the names of actions, the names of the qualities and properties
of objects and spatio-temporal relations (examination in specially
organized conditions). Checking the expressive side of speech
(studying the quality of the use in speech of the corresponding
linguistic units (words, phrases, phrases, sentences) and vocalizations,
onomatopoeia and sound complexes, methods of verbal or non-verbal
expression of desires and the presence or absence of one's own
statements without provocations to speech activity on the part of the
experimenter (examination in a spontaneous situation).
Examination of the lexical stock (examination of the dictionary of
nouns, the dictionary of verbs and the dictionary of adjectives),
examination of the grammatical side of speech (examination of the
skills of inflexion, word formation, combining two simple sentences
into a complex one) and examination of the state of development of
coherent speech (examination in specially organized conditions).
Keywords: Neuropsychological and neurolinguistic diagnostics,
impressive side of speech, spontaneous situations, expressive side of
speech, spatio-temporal relations, lexical stock, development of
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Introduction
The current stage of the formation of correctional assistance in
Ukraine is marked by an increase in the attention of scientists to the
improvement of the scientific, theoretical and methodological apparatus of
correctional and developmental education of children with various disorders
of psychophysical development in order to create effective correctional
programs that contribute to the optimization of the personal development
of the child. In the special literature devoted to the problem of studying the
speech development of children, including those with speech disorders,
various approaches to studying the issue of examining and correcting the
speech of preschool-age children in all its structural components are
presented (Amir, 1999; Attwood, 1998; Baron-Cohen et al., 1996; Behas et
al., 2019; Gillingham, 2000; Grandin, 2008; Quill, 2002; Melnyk et al., 2021;
Melnyk et al., 2019; Nurieva, 2003; Scambler et al., 2001; Sheremet et al.,
2019).
The process of formation of speech function was studied in
pedagogical, psychological, linguistic and psycholinguistic aspects. But,
despite a wide range of studies, speech development and, in particular, the
formation of speech activity in children with autistic disorders of senior
preschool age remained out of sight of scientists All of the above data
determine an experimental study of the state of speech activity formation in
children with autistic disorders of senior preschool age. We have set a
program of psychological and pedagogical experiment in order to implement
this task.
Compliance with the principles of an individual and differentiated
approach follows from the polymorphic nature of autistic disorders and the
variety of presentations of this disorder, it involves taking into account the
degree and quality of disturbance or safekeeping of certain functions along
with an orientation towards age-related and individual characterological
characteristics in combination with the active use of the child's interests and
hobbies. Considering the depletion of the nervous system and the rapid
overload of impressions, the duration of interaction with the child was about
20-30 minutes a day. The specified time of the examination could vary
somewhat or be modified and depended on the child's ability to interact with
the experimenter, adapt to the situation, and organize his own spare time.
The survey was conducted in a spontaneous situation and in specially
organized conditions. In the process of an experimental study of the features
of speech activity formation in children with autistic disorders, taking into
account their psychological characteristics and capabilities, the following
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levels of help were used: individual selection of visual material, focusing on
gender, preferences and possible emotional passions of children; clear and
concise design of instructions in a simple imperative sentence; re-message
the task instruction; asking leading questions to improve the ability to
understand and follow instructions; providing a sample of the assignment;
completing the task in collaboration (in parallel) with the experimenter.
The results of studies of children speech development with normal
and impaired development open up new opportunities for assessment and
differentiated approach to verbal techniques, which V.I. Lubovsky (1989)
divided into two large groups: 1. methods that do not go beyond the speech
material that is contained in the tasks and do not require active
transformation of this material; 2. methods involving the transformation of
the material that is contained in the tasks or the use of another material or
other data (Lubovsky, 1989). To study the state of development of both
speech and non-speech processes, (Lubovsky, 1989) proposes not to
develop new tests, but to find the principles of adaptation of known
techniques and recommends using two well-known methods: 1. the method
of a free speaking, which based on a simple plot figure, gives the child the
opportunity to use well-solidified, automated speech material and
strengthened grammatical connections; 2. first of all, the method of
composing a phrase based on key words, which requires the child to
establish semantic connections and, in general, does not allow the use of
strengthened grammatical stereotypes.
Having analyzed the methods of neuropsychological and
neurolinguistic diagnostics (Vizel, 2005), the method "Profile of social
development of the child" (Averyanov, 2007), the method of diagnostics and
development of simultaneous and succesive syntheses (Tarasun, 2001)
“Psychological and educational profile” (PEP-R): for diagnosing
psychoeducational (psychoeducational) profile of a child (Schopler et al.,
1990), CARS methodology (Childhood autism rating scale) - scale for
assessing childhood autism (Schopler et al., 1990), card of psychological and
pedagogical study of autistic children (Shulzhenko, 2005), CHAT
questionnaire (Checklist for Autism in Toddlers) (Baron-Cohen et al., 1996),
protocol of primary examination of speech of children with autism
(Morozov, 1998), we have developed a questionnaire for the study of
communication skills, which consists of five blocks and was offered for
filling out to parents, educators, speech therapists, psychologists,
correctional teachers – that is, people who often interact with children with
autistic disorders and can objectively assess the characteristics of their
behavior and the impact of communication skills. With the study of data on
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the state of development of communication skills of children, in parallel, a
survey was carried out examination of the methodology for determining the
level of speech activity of children with autistic disorders of senior preschool
age, which took place in two stages: examination of the impressive side of
speech, because the perception and understanding of external speaking is a
process, turned to the process of language formation, where the central core
of the processing of verbal messages is internal speech and examination of
the expressive side of speech (Zhinkin, 1998).
Methods for determining the impressive side of children speech with
autistic disorders of senior preschool age
The task began with the instructions of the experimenter and
completed the child's response or lack of it (due to unwillingness to
complete tasks or inability to respond). V.I. Lubovsky (1989) comes to the
conclusion that the construction of an independent statement in response to
any verbal task can be difficult due to two reasons: the inability to
comprehend (understand) the tasks; difficulties in the transition from an
internal mental plan to the construction of a direct speech act, despite
understanding the task. Instructions were given in a clear, concise and
understandable way, with a simple, imperative sentence. Lack of reaction
within 3-5 seconds after the teacher's instructions included repeating
instructions or providing assistance.
In our opinion, speech activity in the examination of impressive
speech may be manifested in the desire to perform the task proposed by the
experimenter and verbally (in the form available to a child with autistic
disorders of older preschool age) to respond to the interlocutor's reply (in
this case - the experimenter). In our opinion, speech activity in the
examination of impressive speech may be appearanced in the desire to
perform the task proposed by the experimenter and verbally (in the form
available to a child with autistic disorders of senior preschool age) to
respond to the interlocutor's reply (in this case - the experimenter). In
specially organized conditions, with the aim of directly checking the
understanding of children with autistic disorders of senior preschool age, the
examination of the impressive side of speech included four directions of
tasks, names of objects, names of actions, names of qualities and properties
of objects and spatio-temporal relations.
The reaction to affectively significant words was selected individually
for each child based on the indicators of the content of the protocols of the
questionnaires of the study of communication skills. The ability to follow
situational instructions was found out through passive interaction with the
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child in a natural situation. During the examination, the experimenter
focused on the child's easy behavior, his activity and desire, adapting the
questions and tasks to the child's activity without trying to change the
situation in any way. That is, observing the child and his activities, the
experimenter proposed to fulfill the instruction, which provided for a
slightly modified continuation of the child's activity, watching that the
instruction was being performed, and noting the quality of its
implementation. The ability to follow non-situational instructions was
determined during the proposal to perform tasks that involved the stopping
of the child's activities or its change. Attention was drawn to how well the
instruction was carried out, "excluded" the child from the situation, and it is
performed at all.
The survey of the understanding of the names of objects by a child
with autistic disorders was checked using tasks to show real objects and their
images according to the instructions of the experimenter. Demonstration of
one's own body parts, showing the body parts of another person (for
example, an experimenter) and body parts in a picture (of a painted boy or
girl) and showing images of objects according to their functional description.
The survey provided that, in addition to testing the ability to find and
distinguish among other objects or their images and point to the object
proposed by the experimenter or its image, named by the appropriate word,
also check the possibility of differentiating the concepts of “object”, “name
of the object” (word) and “image subject "(picture). For this purpose,
commonly used words that the child heard and / or used in his own speech,
if he uses speech (table, chair, window, door, toy, apple, tree, cube, girl)
(boy) were selected.
It is known that people with autism have problems processing and
understanding verbal information. Their delayed processing of the received
verbal information does not keep pace with the speed of speech, especially
in those cases when a large amount of information is given out at one time.
They understand short and clear sentences better. Long explanations when
gaining new knowledge may not help, but, on the contrary, lead to difficulty
in comprehending knowledge, because: first, it requires simultaneous
processing on two channels: audio and visual, and, secondly, additional
words and phrases can distract from the main (Zyumalla, 2005).
Researchers note that in some cases children with autism are poorly
oriented in their own body, do not understand the concept of "right-left",
sometimes do not perceive their own body parts as a part of themselves. In
addition, they have difficulty in understanding and using personal pronouns,
in particular, the pronoun "I" and in the most complex cases, they do not
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distinguish themselves from the environment (Nikolskaya, 2005). According
to the instructions, in order to test the ability of children of this category to
navigate in their own body, know the names of body parts and be able to
show them in themselves and in other people, tasks were proposed to
demonstrate their own body parts, show body parts to another person (for
example, an experimenter) and show parts the body in the figure (in the
drawn boy or girl).
It is known that children with certain speech disorders may have
difficulty understanding the functional use of certain objects. Knowing the
name of an object, they do not always understand its purpose and use. To
test the ability of a child with autistic disorders, it is necessary to understand
what object is being discussed in his verbal description, so that he is guided
by the functional purpose of the object, a task was proposed that provided
for the child to show objects according to their functional description.
Children with autistic disorders often use stereotyped speech
patterns, echolalia, constant expressions in speech. Their vocabulary is
mostly poor, but there are cases when children of senior preschool age are
characterized by the so-called "adult speech" (Nikolskaya 2005). A child uses
extended sentences when he or she memorizes them while watching TV,
listening to fairy tales or stories, or reading (there are cases when children
with autism learn to read early). The passion of children with autistic
disorders for stability, constancy and balance to some extent predetermines
the constancy in the use of speech units (collocations, phrases, sentences).
Thus, while testing the understanding of the names of actions by a child
with autistic disorders, we proposed a task that required the child with a
question to show the performance of the corresponding actions in the
pictures. For this purpose, images of animals (a cow, a pig, a frog, a dog)
were selected and the child had to indicate in response to the experimenter's
question about which of the animals would give a voice.
The next task was to find among the images of people and animals
and point to the picture, which was the corresponding action, called the
experimenter. Drawings were selected so that they reflect the actions that
the child performs every day (sit, play, eat, sleep, read). In addition,
according to the experimenter's instructions, the child was asked to perform
the appropriate actions. The task was selected in such a way as not to cause
difficulties and require a minimum amount of time to complete them.
In order to understand the names of the qualities and properties of
objects, they were checked by finding among the images exactly those
objects that the experimenter determined, indicating the corresponding
quality or property of the object. In particular, to check the understanding of
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the names of colors, drawings were selected that depicted objects of
different colors. According to the instructions, the child had to find among
other images (white dog, red tomato, green cube, etc.) and indicate which
object of a particular color was named by the experimenter. In the question,
the name of the object was not voiced, but only one color or another was
called, the knowledge of the name of which was checked. To test
knowledge, understanding and distinguishing the names of geometric
shapes, drawings were selected depicting objects of various shapes (square
TV, oval rug, etc.). According to the instructions, the child had to find
among the drawings the one whose geometric shape was named. The ability
to determine and distinguish the size of objects was found out by the child
finding large and small, larger and smaller objects in a paired image of
identical objects of various sizes. For the accuracy of the obtained data, the
child was shown pairs of different drawings (large and small apple, large and
small spoon). In order to determine the understanding of the concepts of
"large" and "small", "bigger" and "less" (large and small cube, bigger and
smaller bucket), pairs of different drawings were shown. The task of
determining the material from which the objects were made was that among
the proposed images (glass jar, wooden table, etc.), the child, according to
the instructions, had to find and show the object and the material of which
was voiced by the experimenter.
Since many children with autistic disorders are characterized by
excessive enthusiasm for some one object with which they do not want (or
cannot) part, because its absence of this object provokes attacks of
overwhelming fear, negativism or aggression, we presume that for the
children of this category it is difficult to understand the belonging of objects
to certain persons. In view of this, we proposed a problem that required the
child, among similar plot drawings, to find directly those on which the object
belongs to the person about whom the experimenter was asking (mom holds
a cat, grandmother holds a cat; dad hammers nails with a hammer, boy
hammers nails with a hammer).
O.S. Nikolskaya & D.I. Shulzhenko, 2005 note that a child with
autistic disorders is sometimes difficult to understand the development of
the situation over time and determine the sequence of events. To determine
the understanding of children with autistic disorders of senior preschool age,
two series of drawings were selected, which traced the development of
plants (bud, flower, apple) and animals (egg, chicken, hen). The child was
given the task to dispose in turn the drawings of each series in chronological
order with the help of leading questions: "What happened before?", "What
happened later?" "What happened after?"
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In order to test the children's understanding of spatial relationships,
they were given simple one-step instructions, providing for the placement of
improvised objects in space according to the experimenter's instructions
(notebook, key, book, pencil, pen).
Examination of the expressive side of children speech with autistic
disorders of senior preschool age
Examination of the expressive side of speech in children with
autistic disorders of older preschool age in a spontaneous situation involved
the study of the quality of use of appropriate language units (words, wordcombinations, phrases, sentences). Vocalizations, onomatopoeia and sound
complexes, methods of verbal or non-verbal expression of desires and the
presence or absence of one's own statements without provocations to
speech activity on the part of the experimenter. In specially organized
conditions included: examination of vocabulary, examination of the
grammatical side of speech and examination of the state of development of
coherent speech. The survey was carried out while interacting with the child
and under observation in natural conditions and without creating an
experimental situation.
Testing children to use appropriate language units included an
analysis of how they interact with others and which language units are most
often used in communication. At the same time, verbal and / or non-verbal
ways of expressing desires that arose in the child were ascertained (how the
child signaled with which toy or object he wants to play or manipulate, what
exactly he wants to do etc.). Particular attention was paid to the presence or
absence of their own statements in independent activities and in interaction
with the, except for incentives for speech activity on experimenter’s part (in
the form that is available). hat is, the child was not asked questions, but he
was allowed to speak a monologue of the experimenter in the form of
commenting on what was happening to the child or around the child.
Checking the vocabulary of children with autistic disorders of senior
preschool age included examinations of the noun dictionary, the verb
dictionary and the adjective dictionary.
It is known that the lexical stock of children with autistic disorders is
expressive and mostly poor. Therefore, examining the dictionary of nouns,
we aimed to check how children of this age use the basic concepts in such
lexical topics ("Family", "Toys", "Clothing", "Tableware", "Furniture",
"Animals", etc.). When we selected the material for the survey of the active
vocabulary of nouns, we focused on the program requirements for the
volume and subject of the dictionary in accordance with age norms. The task
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involved the names of the words of the subject drawings and combining
them using a generalizing word in accordance with the instructions (for
example, a cat, a mouse, a dog, a cow - animals, etc.).
To check the vocabulary of verbs, plot drawings were selected,
which contained images of people and animals who performed certain
actions that the child knows (the boy runs, the girl reads, the bird flies, etc.).
The task involved the answer to the experimenter's question about what the
person or animal shown in the figure does.
The vocabulary of adjectives was checked using the description of
subject drawings, which were selected in such a way that they could be
described by several signs (book - blue, new, interesting; apple - green, large,
etc.). In the case when the child had difficulty answering the questions
"What?", "What?", "What?", "What?", The experimenter asked auxiliary
questions such as "What color?", "What size?" etc..
Scientists (Bashina, 2005) note in children with autistic disorders
violations of the grammatical and syntactic aspects of speech, inability to
word formation. Therefore, examining the grammatical structure of speech,
we assumed the identification in children of the level of formation of the
ability of word formation and inflection (morphology) and the level of
proficiency in various types of sentence structure (syntax).
We tested the level of proficiency in grammatical categories such as
numeral flexions of nouns, numeral flexions of verbs, numeral flexions of
adjectives, numeral flexions of nouns and adjectives when we conducted
research on the ability of children with autistic disorders in inflexion. To
study the use of numeral flexions of nouns, paired drawings were proposed
containing images of one object and many objects (pencil - pencils, cube cubes, etc.). The experimenter asked the child to look at the pictures and
name what is depicted on them. The correctness of the use of numeral
flexions of nouns was noted. The use of numeral flexions of verbs was
clarified through the definition and naming of the action that people and
animals perform in the plot drawings. The child was shown paired drawings
depicting the performance of the corresponding action by one person or
animal or a group of people (animals), and was asked to tell what people and
animals do (a dog runs - dogs run; a boy laughs - boys laugh, etc.). Attention
was paid to the correct use of numeral flexions of verbs. The use of generic
flexions of adjectives was recorded as a result of the description of subject
drawings, selected so that they can be described by several common features:
color, taste, shape (lemon - yellow, sour, oval; apple - green, sweet, round,
etc.). In order to study the understanding of children by the categories of
gender and number, attention was paid to the fact that when selecting the
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material, images of objects denoted by the words male, female and middle
genders (lemon, plum, apple), as well as plural (berries). In the case when the
child had difficulty answering the questions "What?", "What?", "What?",
"What?", The experimenter asked auxiliary questions such as "What color?",
"What taste?" etc.
In the scientific literature, it is noted that children with autistic
disorders who can speech sometimes use words in the root form, ignoring
the cases and numbers of inflexion (Lebedinskaya, 2001; Nikolskaya, 2005;
Shulzhenko, 2005). Testing the ability of children of this category to inflect,
a number of questions were selected, the answers to which included the use
of nouns and adjectives in different cases. The child was presented with
object drawings (boy or girl, flower) and asked to answer the experimenter's
question, moreover, answers in the form of phrases were encouraged (smart
boy, good girl, beautiful flower).
Scientists have noted such a characteristic feature of some children
with autistic disorders as the widespread use of neologisms, that is,
independently invented words next to the inability to word formation
(Arshatskaya, 2005; Bayenskaya, 2001; Lebedinskaya, 2001; Nikolska 2005).
We examined the ability to do words formation, checking whether
diminutive-hypocoristic suffixes, prefixed ways of verbs formation are used
in speech (if available), and whether children are able to form adjectives
from nouns.
The use of diminutive-hypocoristic suffixes was clarified with the
help of matched pairs of different patterns (a large apple and a small bull'seye, a large spoon and a small scoop, etc.). The experimenter suggested that
the child select and name only the small objects depicted in the figures,
paying attention to the accuracy of the use of suffixes. The ability for the
prefixed way of creating verbs was investigated through tasks, which
consisted of naming actions based on plot drawings. The pictures show a
puppy jumping, jumping over; a bird that flies in, flies out. The experimenter
noted how accurately and straight the child chose words. Images of berries
and fruits were suggested to test the ability to form adjectives from nouns. It
was proposed to imagine that a delicious compote would be prepared from
berries and fruits and asked what kind of stewed fruit would be obtained
(cherry, grape, etc.).
In order to study the level of proficiency in various types of sentence
structure, two types of tasks were developed: to identify the use of complex
sentences using the conjunctive conjunctions "a", "and" and complex
sentences using the hypotactic conjunctions "because", "when".
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To examine the use of compound sentences, plot drawings depicting
children performing certain actions were proposed. The experimenter
proposed to first voice what is depicted in the picture "What are the children
doing?", And then, combining the pictures in pairs, create one complex out
of two simple sentences, using the conjunctions "and" ("A girl draws and a
boy draws"), "and" ("Girls dance and boys sing"). The study of the use of
complex sentences took place using a drawing where children were depicted
playing. After that, voiced by the child, the children play in the picture, it was
suggested to continue the sentence with the words "because", "when"
("Children play because they have new toys", "Children play when they have
fun", etc.).
Determination of the level of development of coherent speech and
the ability to express by himself was tested at the stage of examining the
expressive side of speech in a spontaneous situation and when interacting
with a child with autistic disorders of senior preschool age at each stage of a
specially organized experiment.
As the studies of many scientists show, for children with autistic
disorders, who even have a monologue speech, characteristic difficulties in
dialoging (Nikolskaya, 2005; Shulzhenko 2005; Simashkova, 2006). We
assume that the development of dialogical speech is significantly
complicated by a general decrease in speech activity. As well as insufficiently
formed motivation to interact through verbal communication with people
around and the inability to build social relations. Thus, we see the need to
examine the state of development of coherent speech in children with
autistic disorders of older preschool age through tasks such as: conversation
on plot drawing; drawing up a story based on a series of plot drawings;
drawing up a story based on a plot drawing; drawing up a description
according to a drawing (by the experimenter's questions or independently).
The study of the child's ability to maintain a dialogue took place in
the form of a conversation based on a plot drawing. The plot drawings
depicted everyday household activities (a boy does exercise, a girl plays with
a doll, a woman prepares lunch, a man reads a newspaper). The
experimenter suggested answering questions such as: Who is depicted in the
picture? What is he (she) like? What is he (she) doing? Why is he (she) doing
this? etc.
The ability to compose a story based on a series of plot drawings was
tested on the basis of anticipation that children of this category would feel
difficulties in completing this task. Therefore, we have selected a series of six
drawings reflecting the daily routine. The child was asked to look at the
pictures and write a story about what the depicted hero was doing. In case
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the child could not complete the task, the experimenter suggested answering
questions such as: What was in the beginning? What happened next? What
happened next?
To investigate the ability to compose a story based on a plot
drawing, a drawing was proposed, which depicted a boy (girl) in the forest.
The child had to look carefully at the picture and tell a short story about
how the boy (girl) got into the woods and what they were doing there. If the
child could not complete the task, the experimenter suggested asking her
leading questions, encouraging to tell the story.
It is believed that writing a description is one of the most difficult
tasks for children with severe speech disorders. Therefore, testing the ability
to compose a description of the drawing, we offered the image of a teddy
bear. If the child felt difficulties in describing, the experimenter asked the
same type of questions like: "What are the bear eyes?"
Conclusions
It is impossible to overestimate the importance of forming in
children with autistic disorders of communicative function in general and
speech activity in particular. Both specialists, such as (correctional teachers,
special psychologists, rehabilitation therapists, speech therapists, educators,
medical workers, etc.), and parents should work closely, since the
development of speech and speech functions in the process of correctional
educational activities will contribute to the consolidation of the acquired
skills in everyday life. Using any opportunity for the development of speech
and the upbringing of the desire to communicate with people around, it can
speed up the process of forming the communication activity of children with
autistic disorders.
The communication skills questionnaire consisted of five blocks:
features of interaction with adults, features of interaction with peers, features
of independent activity, features of communicative behavior and features of
speech activity.
The methodology for determining the level of speech activity in
children with autistic disorders of older preschool age included examination
of the impressive side of speech (finding out the level of understanding of
statements containing affectively significant words, the possibility of
executing instructions in the context of a spontaneous situation and
following instructions outside the context of the situation (examination in a
spontaneous situation). Checking the understanding of the names of objects,
the names of actions, the names of the qualities and properties of objects
and spatio-temporal relations (examination in specially organized conditions)
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and the expressive side of speech (the study of the quality of use in speech
of the corresponding linguistic units (words, collocations, phrases,
sentences). Vocalizations, onomatopoeia and sound complexes, ways of
verbal or non-verbal expression of desires and the presence or absence of
one's own speaking without provocations to speech activity on the part of
the experimenter (examination in a spontaneous situation). Determination of
the lexical stock (examination of the dictionary of nouns, the dictionary of
verbs and the dictionary of adjectives), examination of the grammatical side
of speech (examination of the skills of inflection, word formation,
combining two simple sentences into a complex one) and examination of
the state of development of coherent speech (examination in specially
organized conditions).
The survey was carried out in a spontaneous situation and in specially
organized conditions. The task began with the instructions of the
experimenter and ended with the appropriate reaction of the child or his
absence (due to reluctance or inability to respond). Instructions were given
in a clear, concise and understandable way, with a simple, compelling
sentence. Lack of reaction within 3-5 seconds after the teacher's instructions
included repeating instructions or providing assistance. The duration of
interaction with the child was about 20-30 minutes a day. The specified time of
the examination could vary somewhat or be modified and depended on the child's
ability to interact with the experimenter, adapt to the situation, and organize his own
spare time. Much attention was paid to adherence to the principles of an
individual and differentiated approach.
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